APPENDIX – D
ENGLISH VERSION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE TEACHERS

Sir / Madam,

This questionnaire has been prepared to study the teaching of English at Secondary stage of Deogarh District and you have been chosen as a subject for supplying information for this. The chief aim of this research is educational. Information supplied by you will be kept strictly confidential and will be used only in research. Hence, you are requested to give correct and accurate information.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

(Udayanath Garnayak)
Researcher

Instructions to fill up the questionnaire

1. Some questions require 'Yes' / 'No' / Sometimes answers. Put a tick mark (✓) against the appropriate answer.

2. In some questions, some possible responses have been given. Put a tick mark (✓) against the most appropriate response.

3. If you do not agree with the responses given to a question, do not put tick mark (✓) against any response. In that case, supply the required information against 'Any other'.

4. At the end of some questions, some space has been given. You are requested to supply the appropriate answer there.
SECTION - A

(IDENTIFICATION DATA)

1. Name :

2. Age :

3. Sex : Male / Female.

4. Educational Qualification :

5. Stage where Geography studied :

6. Methods opted at B.Ed. level :

7. Teaching experience in Geography : ....................... Years.

8. Name and address of the school :


( c) Govt./Aided/Recognized.
SECTION – B
(PREPARATION FOR THE LESSON)

1. (a) Do you plan and prepare a lesson before teaching in the class?
   Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

   (b) If 'Yes', how do you prepare?
   i) With the help of the atlas.
   ii) Deeply thinking over the topics.
   iii) With the help of reference books.
   iv) Solely depending on text book.
   v) Any other:

2. Do you formulate instructional objectives before teaching?
   Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

3. Do you have your personal Geography text-book?
   Ans. : Yes / No.

4. Do you have your personal atlas?
   Ans. : Yes / No

5. If you do not have personal Geography text-book and atlas, how do you manage?
   i) I bring book and atlas from school library.
   ii) I bring book and atlas from students.
   iii) Any other:
SECTION – C

(METHODS OF TEACHING)

6. Did you study Geography during your B.Ed. training?

Ans. : Yes / No.

7 (a) If you have studied Geography at B.Ed. stage, do you follow the right method of teaching Geography?

Ans. : Yes / No.

(b) If 'No', why don't you follow the right method of teaching Geography?

i) Lack of motivation.
ii) Lack of time.
iii) Lack of interest.
iv) Lack of aids.
v) It is difficult to follow method.
vi) Over-crowded class.
vii) Heavy work - load.
viii) Any other:

8. Do you use book for teaching?

Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.
SECTION – D
(USE OF AUDIO – VISUAL AIDS)

9. (a) Do you use audio-visual aids in teaching Geography?

   Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes

(b) If ‘No’ what are the reasons?

   Ans : i) Lack of interest.
   ii) Lack of motivation.
   iii) Lack of aids.
   iv) Aids consume time.
   v) Lack of supervision.
   vi) Any other:

(c) If ‘Yes’, which aids do you use mostly?

   Ans :

10. Do you prepare and use low-cost and no-cost teaching aids for teaching Geography?

    Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

11. Is there ‘Geography room’ in your school?

    Ans. : Yes / No.

12. What audio-visual aids are available in your school for teaching of Geography?

    Ans :
13. If adequate audio-visual aids are not available in your school, do you borrow aids from neighbouring school?

Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

SECTION - E

(TEACHING SKILLS)

14. (a) Do you introduce a lesson?

Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

(b) If 'No', what are the reasons?

Ans:  
   i) Lack of interest.
   ii) Lack of time.
   iii) Lack of aids.
   iv) Introduction is difficult.
   v) Any other:

15. (a) Do you ask questions during teaching?

Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.

(b) If 'Yes', whom do you ask questions?

Ans.: 
   i) To bright students.
   ii) To those who raise hands.
   iii) To all students.
   iv) To first benchers.
   v) Any other:

16. (a) Do you use black-board during teaching?

Ans. : Yes / No / Sometimes.
(b) If 'Yes' for what purpose do you use black-board ?

Ans :

i) To write key points.
ii) To draw pictures and maps.
iii) To write summary.
iv) Any other :

17. (a) Do you give reinforcements ?

Ans : Yes / No / Sometimes.

(b) If 'Yes', what reinforcements ?

Ans :

SECTION – F

( HOME ASSIGNMENT )

18. Do you give home assignments to students ?

Ans: Yes / No / Sometimes.

19. (a) Do you give home assignments at the end of each unit of instruction ?

Ans : Yes / No / Sometimes.

(b) If 'No', when do you give home assignments ?

Ans :

20. From where do you give home assignments ?

Ans : i) From the exercises of the book.
ii) From own mind.
iii) Any other :
21. (a) Do you correct home assignments?
   Ans: Yes / No / Sometimes.

   (b) If 'Yes', where do you correct home assignments?
      i) In class-room.
      ii) In teachers' common room.
      iii) In own home.
      iv) Any other:

SECTION – G
(FACILITIES FOR TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY)

22. Are there adequate number of reference books on Geography in your school?
   Ans: Yes / No.

23. Are there adequate number of Geography method books in your school library?
   Ans: Yes / No.

24. (a) Are the Geography periods allotted in your time-table sufficient to complete the course?
   Ans: Yes / No.

   (b) If 'No', how many Geography periods should be in the time-table per week?
   Ans:
25. Do you organize Geography excursion every year?
   Ans: Yes / No.

SECTION – H
(GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM AND TEXT – BOOK)

26. In your opinion, what should be the objectives of teaching Geography at secondary stage?
   Ans: i) To acquire knowledge about environment.
        ii) To help in earning livelihood.
        iii) To develop knowledge.
        iv) Any other:

27. Does the present Geography text-book help in achieving these objectives?
   Ans: Yes / No.

28. (a) Are you satisfied on the Geography curriculum of Class- IX?
   Ans: Yes / No.
(b) If 'No', what are the reasons?

Ans: 
   i) Less topics.
   ii) More topics.
   iii) Irrelevant topics.
   iv) Less regional Geography.
   v) Any other:

29. Do you have clarity on all the topics included in Class-IX Geography text-book?

Ans: Yes / No.